CHECKOFF SUCCESS STORY
AMERICAN PECAN COUNCIL
WHY A CHECKOFF?
Founded in 2016, the American Pecan Council (APC) is dedicated
to showcasing the countless benefits and uses of American
Pecans. The ultimate goal of the pecan checkoff is building
demand for American Pecans.

WHAT HAS THE CHECKOFF DONE
FOR THE INDUSTRY?
One of the first tasks of APC grower leaders was funding consumer
research that confirmed the reason the checkoff was initially
created: familiarity with — and purchase of — pecans was lower than
that of almost all other nuts. In fact, research showed that many
people thought of pecans as a baking ingredient, rather than a nut.

To bolster their nutrition story and highlight the heart healthy benefits of pecans, APC became certified by the
American Heart Association’s Heart-Check Food
Certification Program. This well-known and trusted third
-party endorsement of pecans as a heart-smart food
drove additional media coverage and helped build credibility among
media and consumers. Pecans, for the first time, beat every tree
nut in media coverage.
Checkoff dollars have also been invested in marketing and
promotion to build preference and demand for pecans. Social media
recipe sharing and partnerships with food bloggers helped to
showcase the health benefits and versatility of pecans, and in the
last four years, consumption of American Pecans has grown
33.5%, and 8.6% during the pandemic.
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HOW DOES THE CHECKOFF WORK?
The American Pecan Council (APC) is a Federal Marketing Order
(FMO) established under the Agricultural Marketing Agreement
Act of 1937. It was established by a vote of the growers in
November 2016. Every five years, the growers have the
opportunity to decide whether or not to continue the checkoff.
The checkoff can collect assessments from the handlers,
placing less burden of paperwork on the grower, while providing
a compliance method to ensure that shellers are reporting the
industry information properly and accurately.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE U.S. SOD CHECKOFF, VISIT WWW.SODCHECKOFF.ORG

